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SUMMARY
i	 The Purdue Annular Cascade Facility has been designed
and fabricated for the express purpose of acquiring bench-
I	
mark quality, three-dimensional aerodynamic data required to
validate and/or indicate the necessary refinements to invis-
I
`	 cid and viscous analyses of the flow through turbomachine
I	
blade rows. The facility has been extensively instrumented
and provides the conventional state-of-the .-art capabilities
of pressure measurement, probe insertion and traversing, and
flow visualization. It has also been designed with the fex--
i
	 ibility necessary to utilize advanced measurement techniques
including Laser Doppler Anemometry.
A computer-controlled data acquisition system is util-
ized to permit automated data acquisition and online data
reduction and examination. Statistical techniques have been
incorporated into the data -processing software such that
confidence intervals can be placed on the data.
Several experiments have been performed w:^.th an instru-
mented, classical airfoil cascade at zerc incidence to
obtain the data necessary to determine the airfoil surface
pressure coefficients. Predictions obtained from the invis-
cid numerical flow analyses MERIDL and TSONIC utilizing the
cascade geometry and the experimentally-determined upstream
Y
S ^
.A
i
iv
n`inlet annulus velocity pro;"ile as input, have been corre-
lated with the experimental data. In addition, a g low visu-
alization technique using helium-filled soap bubbles has
been demonstrated.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
	
Continual demands for 	 increased	 efficiency	 and
thrust-to-weight ratio of gas turbine engines have necessi-
tated an ever-improving knowledge of the flow	 field
through-out the engine. Of particular importance are the
compressor and turbine components of such an engine, where
the mechanical energy transfer between the engine, and the
fluid takes place. For de=sign and analysis purposes, 	 it
fias ,long been assumed that the flow field in an axial-flow
turbomachine is two-dimensional. However with the continu-
inn requirements for increased efficiency and thrust--to-
wei gW ratio, it: i^) becoming necessary to replace the
assumption of two-dimensional flow with a predictive model,
vet if led by concise data, which accurately describes the
thr , -dimensionality of the flow field.
The flow field in an axial-flow turbomachine, schemat-
iral.ly depicted in Figure 1, consists of many elements
which interact  wi t.h one another i.n a complex manner. Com-
plicating the through-flow are endwal.l boundary layers, tip
flows and vortices, hub vertices, secondary flows, and
blade wakes. These are in addition to the boundary layers
Secondary
Flows
Inlet
Velocity
Profile
ORIGINAL PAGO cS
OF POOH QUALITY
Blade Surface	
Tip	 Primary
Boundary Layers	
Clearance	 F1
Flow :^^
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Pigure 1. Schematic Representation of the Flow Field
in a Tu,rbomach.ine Blade Row.
Fis
3
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and sham, pressure gradients which exist on the blade our-
faces. Significantly complicating the situation further is
the fact that the flow field entering a blade row is nei-
ther uniform nor steady.
Ideally, the solution to the equations describing the
flaw field (the continuity equation, the Navier-Stokes
equations, and the thermodynamic equations) would be util-
ized to predict the flow field for any specified tur-
bomarhine or blade-row geometry. However, the solutions to
these equations are not readily determined except for cer-
tain specific, generally relatively simplistic situations.
Numerical solutions for the complete flow-field equations
are currently being developed, but at present they tend to
have severe drawbacks such as being limited to low Reynolds
number and requiring exceedingly large amounts of computer
time, making them impractical for design and analysis
applications.
Numerical solutions are currently being developed by
NASA	 and others to describe and predict the three-
dimensional flow fields in turbomachine blade rows. To
overcome the above-noted general limitations as well as the
difficulties associated with the internal flow geometries,
these numerical solutions involve many significant numeri-
cal. and physical assumptions. For example, to simplify the
Nav ier-Stokes equations, the flow is assumed to be invis-
ORIGINAL PAGE ^S
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limited to boundary layer theory. An example of an impor-
tant numerical assumption in such numerical solutions is
the generation of a computational grid which is assumed to
be suitable for the computations involved in solving the
simplified flow-field equations. The effect of such
assumptions on the accuracy of the numerical solutions for
the flow field is not well knuwn Therefore, to be truly
useful to the turbomachine designer and analyst, the accu-
racy of the numerical solutions being developed for appli-
c,atlon to turbomachine components must be validated by
correl,ai.ing their predictions with appropriate benchmark
experimental data.
Phe lack of such benchmark data prompted the initia-
tion of the Purdue Annular Cascade Experimental Research
Program, directed at the acquisition of such data. This
report concerns the design and instrumentation of the Pur-
due Annular Cascade Facility, shown in Figure 2, and the
analysis of the initial data from this facility.
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CHAPTER 2
DESIGN OF THE PURDUE ANNULAR CASCADE FACILITY
One of the primary design considerations for the Pur-
due Annular Cascade Facility was to make the flow passages
large so as to amplify the fundamental flow phenomena as
well as to preclude the need for miniaturizing instrumenta-
tion. Another important design consideration was to pro-
vide flexibility for future instrumentation such as Laser-
Doppler Anemometry. Other design considerations will be
discussed as specific features of the facility are
described in this chapter.
The facility, schematically shown in Figure 3, is
comprised of honeycomb fiberglass sections supported and
connected by aluminum rings. The front section consists of
a beilatouth-shaped entrance to facilitate orderly boundary
layer development and minimize the entrance pressure
losses. The centerbody and the outer shroud converge in the
bellmou f h to form an annulus 15.24 cm (6.0 in) high. The
outer shroud diameter is 1.27 m (50.0 in). After the bell-
mouth, the flow passes through Section A where its velocity
profile undergoes further development before reaching the
airfoil row which is installed in Section B. There are 36
,,,..,t
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Fic;ure 3. Schematic of the "Purdue Annular
Cascade Facility
8aitfoiI trunnion holes machanud into Section B which was
designed for airfoils with chords cif up to 30.48 cm (12.0
in). Section D permits the analysis of the airfoil exit
wakes.
The Annular Cascade Facility exhausts into a 24 cubic
meter plenum chamber, shown in Figure 4, which decelerates
the flow and provides for an even hack pressure to the air-
foil cascade. From the plenum, the flow is drawn through
ducting 1.47 m (57.0 in) in diameter to a large-capacity
centrifugal compressor which functions as the facility
exhauster. This facility exhauster, shown in Figure 5, has
a capacity of 3,4 cros (150,000 cfrO at 46 cm (18 in) of wa-
ter and is powered by an Allis-Chalmers 224 kW (300 Hp)
three-phase induction motor.	 Controls to the exhauster
system include the on--off switch to the motor and variable
-let-guide vanes at the inlet to the exhauster.
For the demonstration and validation phase, the facil-
ity was equipped and instrumented with a flat-plate airfoil
cascade. The airfoils have a chord of 15.24 cm (6.0 in)
and a thickness of 0.48 cm (0.19 in) with rounded leading
and trailing edges. A typical airfoil is depicted in Fig-
ure 6. The airfoils were mounted with 0 stagger angle
(hence, 0 incidence) for the initial experiments described
herein.
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Figure 6. Flat Plate Airfoil Design
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Provisions for instrumentation were designed into the
facility to anticipate future measurement needs. In addi-
tion to a large number of pressure tape, there are provi-
sions for probe insertion and for the application of flow
visualization and 'Laser Doppler Anemometry techniques.
To determine t tie velocity profiles in the Annular Cas-
cade Facility, a set of total pressure rakes were designed
and fabricated. There are six rakes mounted upstream of
the airfoil cascade, in Section A, and three downstream of
the airfoil cascade, in Section C. The nine locations are
;shown schematically in Figure 7. Each rake has a total of
ten total pressure taps. The taps are radially distributed
such that each tap is located at the center of a concen-
tric, equal-area annulus such that. the mass flow integral
m a f pU dA	 (1)
converts to the simple sum
m - pA EU i
	(2)
A typical rake is depi-,ted In Figure 8 and pictured mounted
in the facility in Figure 9.
Each rake was designed to minimize the effects of
misalignment, viscosity, and proximity to the annulus wall.
The rake tubes were designed with an inner to outer
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diameter ratio greater than 0.663. This allows for a
misalignment of the total-pressure tube of up to +11
degrees without significantly affecting the measurement.
To minimize interference due to wall proximity, the maximum
cuter tube diameter was determined to be 0.318 cm (0.125
in) for this configuration. The outer tube diameter of
0.16 cm (0.063 in) was selected so as to be compatible with
the pressure measurement system to be described later.
With this rake configuration and the facility design flow
tspec^ds, viscous effects on the rake measurements are
ne.gI ic.lible [1].
The Purdue	 Annular.	 Cascade	 Facility	 is	 also
extensively instrumented with static pressure taps, one of
which is depicted in F iq^ire 10. There are four distinct
sets of static taps. One set of static pressure taps is
located adjacent. to the total pressure rakes. The static
pressure data from this set of taps is used with the
correspondinq total pressure rake data to determine the
velocity profile in the annulus flow field.. These static
pressure taps are located in the same axial plane as the
rake inlet ,.;, and are offset circumferentially from the
rakes by five degrees so as to preclude interference from
the rake bodies. There are two static: taps associated with
each rake; one on the outer shroud wall and one on the
inner shroud wall.
^R
`-+Numbers in brackets refer to the list of references.
stc
ed
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Pigure 10. PaAlAy Wall Static Pressure Tap Design.
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A second set of static pressure taps is located at
points in the inner and outer shroud walls of the facility.
Their locations are indicated in Figure 11 by the
intersection of the "static tap lines". There are 32 such
static taps and they permit monitoring and verification of
the flow field.
A third set of static pressure taps is located in a
high--density array in the outer shroud wall covering the
endwalls of two airfoil passages as depicted in Figure 12.
They allow the acquisition of data describing the behavior
ci the flow in the endwall region and are unequally spaced
so as to provide adequate coverage for blades of varying
rhord lengths.
Four airfoils were also instrumented with surface
static taps, the fourth set of static pressure taps. Two
types of instrumented blades were designed and fabricated.
One type has 15 static pressure taps along a chord line at
mid-span. The other type of instrumented airfoil has 30
static taps: 15 along a chord line at 10% span and 15 along
a chord line at 90% span. These two types of blades are
depicted in Figure 13. Two blades of each type were
f,-.tbricated, and hence, airfoil surface chordwise pressure
distribution data can be acquired at 10%, 50% and, 90% of
the airfoil span on both the airfoil. pressure and suction
surfaces.	 These four airfoils were installed immediately
in front of the probe traversing slots (to be described
n^
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of onr
of lint
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Piqur.e 11. location of Inner and Outer Shroud Wall
Static Pressure Taps.
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bolow) t3o avi to permit the investigation of the entire flow
fsrld by pce86ure tap and probe methods.
r The airfoil surface	 static	 pressure	 taps	 are
distributed	 in a Gauss-Legendre chordwise array (2),
illustrated in Figure 14, The Gauss-Legendre distribution
was	 selected	 partially in expectation of using the
f associated quadrature, but more as a means of rationally
distributing the airfoil surface static pressure taps such
that there would be a higher density near the leading and
trailing edges of the airfoils, where the more interesting
and important flow phenomena are expected.
To facilitate the application of flow visualization
t.e,hniques and Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA), the facility
test section was fabricated with transparent sections as an
integral part of the inner and outer shroud walls. The
window in the outer shroud wall extends circumferentially
for approximately 90 degrees, covering eight complete
airfoil passages. A window was also placed on the inner
shroud wall in direct alignment with the outer shroud
window so as to allow the possibility of a light source on
one side of the flow passage and a receiving device on the
other side.
To further facilitate the application of optical
measurement techniques, five airfoils, circumferentially
centered on the test section window were designed to be
)
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canti.leveted from the inner shroud wall so that the
airfoil-mounting trunnions do not interfere with 	 the
airfoil	 pafjf3age	 flow visualization or Laser Doppler
Anemometry data acquisition. This permits the entire
airfoil passage and exit flow regions, as seen in Figure
15, to be investigated with various optical techniques.
The fari1tty was fabricated with two slots in the
airfoil c.asradke 	 exit region to permit the insertion of
various types of probes into the flow stream.	 The slots
permit full radial traverses and 45-degree circumferential
traverses of the annulus.	 Each exit-region slot, has
provisions	 for mounting a circumferential and radial
traversing mechanism as is shown in Figure 16.
The flow entering the facility must be steady and
uniform. In particular, it must be free from flow
:structures, such as vortices, which would be drawn into the
inlet, causing the flow Lo be unsteady.
Air being drawn into the inlet of the facility causes
radial sink flow to occur on inlet-adjacent surfaces
perdendicular to the facility through-flow. Such surfaces
.include walls, ceilings, and floors. Radial sink flow
streamlines converge toward a stagnation point on the
surface at which point they curve away from the surface and
into the inlet. If such a stagnation point- is permitted to
occur on this surface, a free vortex forms (3). The
Flat
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irfoils
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From
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Shroud
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Figure 15. View of Airfoil Cascade Mounted in Test Section
Through Transparent Outer Section.
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Figure 16. Cascade Exit P.ecgion ',^Iall Slots With Traversing
Mechanism for Probe Insertion.
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resulting vorticity enters the inlet causing unstsiadiness
in the flow, which is easily seen using flow visualization
techniques. The ,inlet vortices themselves can be easily
visualized by placing styrofoam packing material on the
floor near the inlet.
Several schemes were tried to suppress the formation
of these inlet vortices. Because there is a large stagnant
region behind the bellmouth inlet, a wall, shown in Figure
17, was built immediately behind the bellmouth to prevent
the stagnant, region from feeding the sink: flows from
behind. This was only partially sur,cessful in suppressing
the vortex formation.
A second scheme, based on the experience of Colehour
and	 Farquhar	 of	 the	 Boeing Company [3), was the
construction	 ,ix asterisk-shaped fences to	 impede
circular flows. Shown in Figure 18, three of the fences
were mounted on the floor while the other three were
mounted on the ceiling. Even though the "vertex splitters"
considerably weakened the inlet vortices, there was still
some vorticity at the inlet and accompanying unsteadiness
in the fac• i ] : v .
To further (,-)ndition the flow ertering the facility, a
porous inlet section comprised of a series of screens was
constructed to break up any flow structures. Shown in
Figures 19 and 20, the screen assembly consists of two
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series of 100-mesh screen, each structurally supported by a
layer of ordinary window screen (16-mesh), with a spacing
of 9.5 cm (3.75 in) between the two series. This makes for
a "relaxation zone" for the flow between these two series
i
of screen. The side walls of the screen assembly are 30.5
I	 cm (12.0 in) wide and porous, also consisting of 100-mesh
screen. n third layer of window screen was placed directly
over the bellmouth to provide a support structure for
future additional screen and mesh combinations to be
ur.iaized to generate a variety of inlet velocity profiles.
i	 with this inlet; screen assembly in place, together with the
i
devices described above, the flow through the facility was
I
found to be .steady, indicating that the screen assembly had
suppressed the inlet vortices.
33
CHAPTER 3
INSTRUMENTATION OF THE FACILITY
Because the	 measuring	 instruments	 interact	 so
intimately with the data which they produce, the selection
of instrumentation is of prime importance. This chapter
describes in detail several instrumentation areas of the
Purdue Annular Cascade Facility, with emphasis on the
design philosophy of the instrumentation systems.
As described in Chapter 2, designed into the facility
are provisions for subfstantial quantities of pressure
Instrumentation, with many pressure taps of various types.
Including the t..otal pressure rakes, airfoil surface static
pressure^ taps, and the other facility static pressure taps,
there are a total of 324 pressure measurement locations.
There are, of course, several methods for measuring an
essentially stoady pressure. Two common devices are the
water manometer and the electrical pressure transducer.
However,	 providing	 one pressure transducer for each
pressure p would most certainly be prohibitively
expensive (e.g. a typical transducer with amplifier costs
approximately $800). Manually recording the readings from
banks of water manometers would be an exercise in tedium.
34
To surmount such difficulties,, a pressure measurement.
system was designed based on the "Scanivalve" method. In
particular, the Scanivalve Corporation manufactures a
valve-switching device which enables a single transducer to
sequentially be exposed to and measure 48
	 different
pressure inputs. In addition to minimizing the cost of
transducers and associated support equipment, it removes
the necessity of calibrating a large number of transducers.
There are six ma or units in the basic Scanivalve
system. There is the valve switching module, the solenoid
advance, the position indicator, the transducer, its signal
conditioner, and the controller. A picture of a typical
Scanivalve system is shown in Figure 21 [4); this is a
multiple unit which has four valve-switching modules in
tandem. The system selected for the facility has three
such modules; however, it is capable of being expanded to
include additional modules.
The key to the Scanivalve system is the valve-
switching module. The pressure transducer is installed in
this unit. The inner mechanisms of the unit are driven by
the solenuid advance and rotate in such a way that the the
transducer is exposed to only one of the 48 pressures to
which the unit is connected. The position-indicator is
driven in tandem with the valve-switching modules and
electrically indicates which of the 48 pressure ports is
being exposed to the transducer. 	 The 48 pressures are
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connected to the system by means of pneumatic tubing
attached to the stainless steel tubulations at the top of
the valve-switching modules.
A Alex igl.ass case was fabricated  to house the
Scriniv.ilve system. This protective case makes it possible
t-o virtually eliminate direct contact with the Scanivalve
units themselves by using the case as the primary interface
between the facility and the pressure measurement system.
This was accomplished by creating a 12 X 24 array of
stainiess steel tubulations drilled and cemented through
the front_ of the case. These tubulations are connected
with pneumatic tubing to the Scani.valve units within the
case. On the exterior of the case, the tubulatirns are
connected to the facility pressure taps also with pneumatic.
tubino,
	 Pressure tap to port connections are changed with
relative ea.ne on the exterior face of the case. The
transducer signal conditioners are fastened to the rear
face of the case with all of the necessary electrical
cables running through ports in the rear face of the box.
An exterior view of the resulting system is shown in Figure
12.
To further expand the number of pressure ineasuremcnts
which can be made without significantly increasing the
cost, two quick-disconnect couplings were installed within
the protective case. These couplings permit relatively
quick changes in specifying which pressure lines enter a
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module. Each coupling carries 48 pressure lines--the
number and configuration exactly corresponding to that of
the valve--switching modules. Changing the disconnects is
the only time that it is necessary to enter the case.
Inasmuch as there are currently more than 250 pressure
lines originating at the facility and connected into the
Scanivalve case, it was necessary to devise a labeling and
bookkeeping system for the pressure lines. Mnemonic labels
were devised for each pressure tap and attached to each
pneumatic tube. A diagrama.tic representation of the front
face of the Scanivalve case was utilized to show at a
glance how the facility pressure taps interfaced with the
Scanivalve system. Such a scheme is invaluable in making
impromptu changes and in trouble-shooting.
The pressure transducers chosen for this system are
6.9 kPa (1.0 psid) bi-directional, differential
transducers. Thus, the output is proportional to the
difference of two pressures, one on either side of the
diaphragm.
The ambient pressure is by nature steady, hence it is
used as the reference pressure for all the pressure
measurements. The ambient pressure is also the highest
pressure possible anywhere in the system. This means that
all pressures are measured as vacuum pressures. Absolute
pressures are easily obtained as the ambient pressure can
39
easily be determined with a barometer.
The transducer input-output calibration curves were
verified to be at least piece-wise linear, as demonstrated
in Appendix B. A typical piece-wise calibration curve is
shown in Figure 23. The variation in the curve at Q
pressure difference is a result of the strain gage in the
transducer being mounted on one side of the transducer
diaphragm; hence, it reacts differently to positive and
negative deflections.
Because the ambient pressure was chosen as the
reference pressure, all pressure measurements involve the
negative leg of the calibration curve. To determine this
negative leg, a known negative pressure is needed to set
the span point in addition to the reference pressure which
determines the zero point. Once determined, the
calibration curves for the pressure transducers and their
signal conditioners are not invariant. Both the zero output
and the span output may drift due to changes in
temperature, for example. Therefore, to obtain a very high
degree of accuracy, it is necessary to either recalibrate
the transducers prior to each use, or to determine the
necessary correction factors and subsequently use them to
correct the data.
To determine the calibration curve, and to deal with
the problem of drift, a system was designed and built to
40
Fiqurc 23. Typical Transducer Calibration Curve.
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provide a calibration pressure of one pei vacuum. 	 This
'
	
	
system consists of a suction pump ( maximum suction is 35.6
cm of mercury), a -icuum pressure regulator, a plexiglass
1
plenum chamber to damp out any pump pulsations, and a 200
f!
	
	cm U-tube water. manometer. The exact amount of vacuum is
set by adjusting the re^ .,tor and is measuree by the
manometer. The complete system is shown in Figure 24.	 It
1
is relatively difficult to set the calibration system to
exactly reproduce a ?pecified vacuum level. This 	 is
1
r1rcumvented by making an approximate setting and then
noting the manometer level. The vacuum level so obtained
and the corresponding transducer output yield the span
point of the calibration curve.
The vacuum side of the pressure calibration system is
connected to Port #1 of each of the three valve-switching
modules of the pressure measurement system. Port #2 of
each module is connected to the ambient pressure. In this
way, the transducers are recalibrated each time a pressure
scam i s executed as this ar . ar, ement yields the transducer
Cjkltputs for the span pressures and for the zero pressure.
This completely determines the necessary leg of the
calibration curve and eliminates the drift problem as the
pressure scan time (the time necessary to measure the
pressures at all 48 ports) is extremely short as compared
to the drift time of the transducer input-output curve.
Vacuum
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Manometer
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Plenum
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F iqure 24. Cal itirat ion Pressure System.
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To automate the pressure data acquisition, a Hewlett-
Packard 3497 data acquisition system and a Hewlett-Packard
85 desktop computer, shown together in Figure 25, are
R
utilized.	 The data acquisition unit has five slots into
which various function--performing circuit 	 boards	 are
inserted.	 The boards chosen for this s ystem include a 20
' channel analog input board which controls the input channel
seen by the built-in voltmeter, a 16 channel actuator board
for switching peripheral devices, and a 16 bite digital
input board. In the pressure measurement system, the
i	 actuator board is used to advance the Scanivalve port
I position, the digital input board reads the port position,
and the analog input board and the voltmeter sequentially
measure the three transducer outputs at each port position.
The data acquisition unit is controlled by the HP-85
computer. This computer is programmed in the Basic
language, has graphics capability, and both a CRT screen
and a 10.5 cm wide printer. Commands to operate certain
channels, read registers, etc., are sent to the acquisition
unit over a hardware bu y via the Basic OUTPUT command.
Quantities resulting from their execution are placed in a
buffer in the data acquisition unit until they are
transferred over the bus to the computer memory upon
receipt of an ENTER command from the computer.
In writing the software to control the pressure
measurement system, several objectives were taken into
L.,
Data
cquisition
Unit
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L HP-85 Computer
Figure 25.	 Data Acquisition :system.
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consideration. One of the objectives was to write an
operator-efficient code. By this it is meant that there be
a maximum number of option: with a minimum amount of
operator input. Among the options desired were the
abilities to inspect the data online in both graphical form
and	 in	 numerical form immediately after a pressure
measurement scan had been completed.	 In this way theI
integrity of the data can be verified in the course of an
experiment.	 It 1S important that it be easy for the
Operator to crosscheck between various representations of
i the data so that an equipment or instrument problem area
jcan be bounded and corrected in a timely mannner. The
joftware is further described in Appendix A.
Another objective considered	 in	 developing	 the
controlling software was the temporal efficiency of the
r	pressure scanning portion of the code. Flow conditions in
the facility may drift slowly over an extended time period.
i
This is mostly due to a very slowly increasing temperature
resulting from the work input to the air by the facility
I	
exhauster system when the facility is operated in a re-
F circulating mode. Another factor resulting in some drift
is variations in the electrical power supplied to the
exhauster motor. Because of these factors, it is important
that the Scanivalve system scan time be very short as
compared to the time it takes for the flow conditions to
drift..
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Still another consideration in writing the software
was to insure data security. Basically, this involves
writing into the code the ability to recover from all
possible errors---both resulting from processing bad data
and from spurious input. Without proper error recovery,
the computer would abort the program resulting in all of
the data being unrecoverable. This is .important because
Ewen bad data is often invaluable in determining its cause.
Before using the pressure measurement system 	 to
collect data, it was necessary to validate the system. This
consisted of two different tasks: leak 	 testing	 and
transducer linearity testing.
To insure that the over 500 lengths of pneumatic
tubing and associated fittings were free from leaks, a
Rhor.t computer program was written to carry out a scheme
whereby alternate Scanivalve ports were exposed to a vacuum
pressure and the ambient pressure respectively (e.g. ports
1,3,5...=vacuum
	
pressure	 and	 ports	 2,4,6 ... =ambient
pressure).	 The alternating	 scheme	 was	 to	 prevent
compensatinq leaks in adjacent ports. After the odd
numbered ports had been verified to be free from leaks, the
vacuum and ambient pressure lines were reversed in order to
test the even-numbered ports. In this leak testing process,
it, was discovered that small amounts of water in the
pressure lines are more detrimental than leaks because the
presence of water is very subtle. 	 Leaks cause gross
47
deviations from the expected readings which are easily
noticed, but water in the lines affects the transducer
outputs by just a few percent, an amount that could easily
go unnoticed during the course of an experiment. Water in
the pressure lines is the result of condensation caused by
very humid air being used to purge the lines. Hence, it is
easily prevented by taking appropriate precautions when the
Lines are purged. Any water can easily be purged with the
compressed air supply as verified by experience.
The linearity of the transducers and their signal
conditioners	 was	 verified	 by exposing them to the
calibration pressure system. The calibration pressure
system was set to various vacuum pressures which were
recorded and plotted against the corresponding transducer
outputs.	 The	 input-output	 response	 of	 all three
transducers was verified to be very linear. 	 The input-
output curves are presented in Appendix B.
Flow visualization is an important tool for gaining an
intuitive and visual understanding of the complex phenomena
occurring in the flow field. 	 It provides an aid to
interpreting
	
data	 produced	 by	 other	 experimental
techniques.
The essential part of any flow visualization scheme is
the presence of elements in the flow field which follow the
flow pathlines and, with appropriate lighting, can be seen
48
and photographed. Smoke inserted into air flows and
hydrogen bubbles produced by electrolysis in water flows
have long been standard techniques.
The scheme chosen for flow visualization in the Purdue
Annular	 Cascade	 Facility involves helium-filled soap
rubbles. This technique	 Cs]	 consists	 of	 inserting
I uniformly-sized,	 neutrally-buoyant,	 helium-filled soap
I
bubbles into the upstream region of the flow. Because of
their neutral buoyancy and their relatively small diameter
(0.32 cm or 0.13 in), they follow the flow pathlines. With
I
adequate lighting, the pathlines can be photographed.
The elements necessary to create the soap bubbles are
helium, a soap solution, and compressed air. These three
elements are regulated by metering valves in the bubble
g enerator console and combine to form bubbles in the bubble
head, shown together in Figure 26. The bubble head
consists of three concentric tubes as shown in Figure 27.
The helium flows out of the innermost tube and mixes with
the soap solution flowing through the annulus around the
helium tube to form helium-filled soap bubbles. The air
flowing through the outer annulus causes the bubbles to
detach and enter the flowstream when they reach the correc•;
size for neutral buoyancy. This produces a durable bubble
which is capable of traversing the entire flow circuit
(including the exhauster).	 The bubble head is shown in
position in the facility ,inlet in Figure 28.
611.,
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Fi(jure 26. Bubble Generator Head and Console.
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CHAPTER 44
DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
The acquisition and analysis of benchmark quality data
from the Purdue Annular Cascade Facility is in part
dependent on the data acquisition and reduction procedures.
This chapter describes the acquisition and reduction
p rocedures for the pressure data including an analysis of
the experimental error. Also included is a description of
the f 1.c.iw v.i;jual izat ion experimental technique.
The pressure data is collected automatically using the
previously described data acquisition unit with the desktop
computer as its controller. 	 After soliciting various
amnient	 and calibration data from the operator, the
computer initiates the pressure scan by advancing the
Scanivalve	 system	 to the first port.	 The pressure
transfiUrers now see a step change in their inputs. Since
e ' r-h transducer is a second order input--output device [6],
it is necessary that the compu'cer delay a sufficient length
of t! me for the output signal of each transducer to settle
to w;thin a desired tolerance of its final value. Time
rruponse tests conducted on the transducers indicated that
the outputs were within approximately 0.02% of their final
52
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values after 160 milliseconds. The exact time
characteristics were difficult to determine bt
random signal noise which will be discussed below.
During the 160 milliseconds that the computer is
programmed to delay before reading the transducer outputs,
it reads the digital output from the Scanivalve position
indicator and verifies that the system is in its expected
position. After the settling time has passed, the computer
directs the volt.meter in the data acquisition unit to
sequentially read the outputs from the three transducers a
:,pecified number of times determined by the operator. The
voltage rertd,n g s are summed in three respective registers
as are the ;squares of the voltage readings. After the
specitled number of readingr, have been taken, the system is
advancod to the next port; where the entire procedure is
ropeated until all data from all 48 positions of the
Sc.anivalve system have been collected.
At this point the two following statistical quantities
are calculated:
(1) an estimate for the standard deviation s
 2 1/2^ nEV2 h v'_	 ( )s =--^_	 3
(2) an estimate for the mean V
54
V	
nv	
(4)
There are now 144 (3x48) mean voltage readings and 144
associated standard deviations stored in the computer
memory. These data are scanned for anomalies and the
operator is flagged tf any are found.
As previously rioted, signal noise causes random
uc:at• ter in the individual voltage readings. Any single
i-eading of the transducer output is merely a sampling of an
infinite population of potential readings. The infinite
population has an unknown true mean µ, and an unknown
standard deviation o. The calculated V and s are only
estimates of these quantities. If it is assumed that the
populations from which each of the samplings is drawn
follows thf , normal distribution, then a confidence interval
can be established using Student's t distribution [7]. The
most critical element of the normal distribution assumption
is that- there exists no bias in the population.
Using Studer " s t distribution, the true mean can be
hounded with a specified confidence level as follows:
V- s t< µ< V+ —s t	 (5)
where t is Student's factor which is a function of the
nu;nber of samplings taken and of the confidence level of
55
the interval so created. Using this technique upper and
lower bounds can be placed on each raw datum (mean
voltage). When each reduced datum (pressure, velocity,
etc.) is computed, the worst case combinations of the raw
data can be used to compute tipper and lower bounds on the
reduced datum. This will be discussed further.
Obviously, one of the most important reduced data to
be computed from the voltage data is the pressure at each
part in the scan. The first port in each module of the
Scanivalve system is subjected to the calibration pressure
while the ambient, pressure is connected to the second port
in each module. Denoting each quantity which has a high
and a low bound by ', the calibration ► voltage V' c and the
ambient reference volteie VI  can be combined with the
calibration pressure P' c (which is input from the
operator) * and the voltage V' at each port to obtain the
pressure P' at each port as follows:
^V' - V' 
I x P.P ' - --vT -r v ,	 C
	
(6)
c	 r
To compute the upper bound on P', it is necessary that the
numerator be as large as possible while the denominator be
—TFie quantities P° , T' , and P' are the vacuum
calibration pressure, ambient temperature, and ambient
pressure respectively. The bounds on these quantities
are due to resolution limits on the instruments which
the facility operator reads and inputs to the computer..
They are not statistically calculated, and hence, they
represent 100% (sic) confidence levels.
-
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a.,i small as possible. For the numerator to be a maximum,
the largest. magnitude of V' must be combined with the
smallest magnitude of V' r (V' and V' r
 have the same sign).
once all the pressures have been calculated by the
computer, they are used to compute the velocities
corresponding to the pressure rake data. The velocity U'
is calculated from the total pressure P1  and the static
`
	
	 pressure P' s using the	 Bernoulli	 Law	 for	 steady,
compressible flow:
1/2
r
U' a 2 _ x R a ir T o 1 - 15T—(7)
^P'tl
where r
	 y—y 1 and y is the specific heat ratio.
Another datum of particular interest is the pressure
cop ff icient. C' which is defined as:
p
2
C'	 POtaf^- PO af	 UQaf	 (8)
p P 	 U'	 [1'
where the subscript of denotes the surface of the airfoil
and the bar indicates mass-averaged quantities through the
facility. The approximation for the square of the velocity
ratio is based on incompressible flow assumptions. In this
flow s i t unit ion where the Mach number is on the order of
ORIGINAL PAGr I3
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0.1, this is a quite accurate assumption. The square of
the velocity ratio is used to correlate the numerical
predictions for the pressure coefficient.
Assuming that there is no total pressure loss in the
fr.eestream between the xial positions of the inlet total
pressure rakes and the airfoil cascade, the pressure
coefficient can be rewritten as follows:
C	 F t—
'	 - F'
'	 -	
at	 (9)p 
where the variable density is computed with the isentropic
relationship:
p,
	 1
P'	 P' t x --s y	 (10)
it.
When intervals are used in the above manner to calculate
upper and lower bounds of reduced data, the problem of
error accumulation arises. Even though the raw data
(voltage readings) inte-vals are known with a confidence of
X1, an error of E=(100-X)% exists which accumulates in the
calculations of the reduced data.	 Suppose there are n
pi.eces of raw data which are used in the calculation
	 r a
reduced datum.	 Each raw .datum has a confidence interval
with an error of PA.	 Then the resulting reduced
would have a confidence interval with error of n x E;%
resulting in a confidence level of (100 - nxE)%. However,
thi.f is the worst, possible case. For it to actually occur,
the raw data would have to assume the appropriate maximum
and minimum values (as previously noted), which is in
ttsel.f a rather improbable event. 	 Therefore, the actual
confidence level can be expected to be much higher.
Photographs of the helium-bubble flow visualization
technique can also be taken during the data acquisition
process. The bubble paths are illuminated with two light
oour.c_es with light slits such that .illumination occurs only
in a "plane" of finite thickness (approximately 2.5 cm)..
This plane is located so that it, perpendicularly intersects
the span of the airfoil. This is accomplished by placing
the light sources in the e)cit plenum chamber of the
f ac i l..i t.y and d i r ect incy the light. upstream into the test
r,ection.	 A L3harply defined,	 .illuminated region at any
desired airfoil span can thus be obtained.
All surfaces in the illumination zone are painted flat
black to minimize reflection. It. is necessary that there
k)e no light. in or around the facility other than that from
the
	 light	 sources to avoid washing out the bubble
pat hl. ines.
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The bubble pathlines are photographed with a 35 mm SLR
camera using a 55 mm, fl.8 lens. The camera is positioned
on a tripod to view the airfoils through the outer-casing
window in the test section, and is focused on the
illuminated portion of the airfoil,, Kodak 2475 Recording
film, a high speed, black and white film is used with a
shutter speed cf 1 second and a wide open aperture. It is
helpful to specially develop the film for high contrast
following the instructions from Kodak.
CHAPTER 5
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
To demonstrate and verify the operation of the Purdue
Annular Cascade Facility and its associated instrumentation
systems, an initial set of experiments was performed on the
instrumented flat-plate airfoil cascade. In particular,
the cascade inlet flow field and airfoil surface pressure
distributions were experimentally determined and correlated
with appropriate numerical predictions. In addition, the
helium-bubble flow visualization technique was
demonstrated. The cascade physical and flow parameters for
these initial verification experiments are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Purdue Annular Cascade Experimental Conditions
Tip Diameter	 (cm) 127.0
Hub/Tip Radius Ratio 0.76
Ait:foil. Span	 (cm) 15.24
Cascade Solidity 1.38
Number of Airfoils 36
Airfoil Shape Flat Plate
Airfoil Chord	 (cm) 15.24
Stagger Angle 0.0
Incidence Angle 0.0
Axial VelociV (m/s) 30.0
Flow Rate (m /s) 16.1
Cord Reynolds Number 430,000
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The first data acquisition task performed was the
determination of the number of transducer samplings to be
taken at each port position. Obviously, taking more
samplings improves the confidence intervals. However, more
samplings also cause the data acquisition time to be
longer, increasing the possibility that flow conditions
within the facility might drift. increasing the number of
samplings from 5 to 20 generally decreased the width of a
99% confidence interval by 50-65% while increasing the data
acquisition time from 1.5 minutes to 5.0 minutes. Because
there was no drift in the facility flow conditions over a 5
minute time frame, 20 samplings per port were acquired.
The cascade inlet flow field, as measured with the
facility inlet total pressre rakes, was circumferentially
uniform and essentially flat in the spanwise direction, as
shown in Figure 29 which shows this inlet profile for
Experiment 1. As seen, the velocity measured by the total
pressure tap adjacent to the outer shroud wall was
consistently lower by about 2%, indicating a slightly
thicker boundary layer on the outer shroud wall. All
velocity profile data is tabulated in Appendix D. The
mass-averaged velocity U (obtained as noted in Chapter 2)
tended to be approximately 30 m/s for all four experiments.
The exact values of U together with the corresponding
airfoil surface pressure coefficients are also tabulated in
Appendix D.
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The inlet velocity profiles thus obtained were input
into the [NASA computer programs MERIDL (8) and TSOINIC [9]
which are described in Appendix E. Other input to these
programs included the facility geometry, the a,.zfoil shape,
and the ambient conditions. The primary output from these
computer codes of interest herein were the chordwise
distributions of the airfoil surface pressure coefficient.
The chordwise distributions of the airfoil surface
pressure coefficient data and the corresponding predictions
are presented in Figures 30 through 35.	 The hub (10%
.3pan), midspan (50% span),	 and tip (90% span) spanwise
locations of the airfoils are instrumented on both the
pressure and the suction surfaces, a 	 -eviously described.
Thus, there are two sets of data, corresponding to the
pressure and suction surfaces, at each of the three
spanwise locations. However, these initial demonstration
and verification experiments utilized a flat-plate airfoil
cascade set at zero incidence angle. Hence, the pressure
and suction surface data should be identical, and a
comparison of the corresponding span location data will
indicate the periodicity of the cascade flow phenomena. It
should be noted that the confidence intervals which result
from calculating the pressure coefficient data from raw
data with 99% confidence intervals are also presented. The
corresponding predictions are indicated by the solid lines.
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As can be seen from these figures, there is genes
good correlation of the experimental and numerical ref
at all spanwise locations in the leading edge (0$ Chord)
region. The experimental data exhibit somewhat sharper
gradients, but this is at least partially expected because
the numerical methods used in the computer programs tend to
smooth out sharp gradients. It should be noted that some
of the data at 7% of the chord contradicts this trend.
However, these uarl-icul:ar data exhibit a larger confidence
i. rite rval than the major it.y of the data,
	 indicating a
relatively larger decree of scatter in the
	 pressure
transducer voltage samplings for these points.
The pressure coetfic ► ent data are also seen to
increase slightly in the chordwise direction as compared to
the corresponding predictions at all spanwise locations.
This is due to the increa:,ng displacement effect of the
growing boundary layer on the airfoil surface, a phenomenon
not considered in the numerical analysis. The data in the
trailing edge region is in relatively poor agreement, with
the predictions. The behavior of the experimental data in
this region reflects the relatively thick boundary layer
and ti ,e i low separation at the trailing edge. The boundary
layer pheriumena are not considered in the predict , ns as
they are on 7-viscid analyses, essentially generating
potential flow :.; g lut i ons .
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A comparison of the pressure and suction surface data
at each spanwise location indicates the high degree of
periodicity existing in the flow phenomena in the annular
cascade, as expected.
A :f;ries of flow visualization photographs were also
taken. There were two photographs taken at the airfoil
leading edge, one on each side of the airfoil, Figures 36
and 37, and two sets at the trailing edge, again one on
each side, Figures 38 and 39. The helium bubble paths arc,
easily seen, and as the flow through the cascade is steady,
the pathlines can be interpreted as streamlines. The
streamline ctirvakure can be clearly seen in the leading
er?ge photrigraphs while the airfoil wakes are highlights of
the trailing edge photographs.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
The Purdue Annular Cascade Facility was designed and
fabricated
	 for the express purpose of acquiring the
benchmark three-dimensional, internal aerodynamic data
necessary to validate flow analyses being developed for
application to advanced-design turbomachinary flow fields.
The facility was instrumented with inlet;, total pressure
rakes to obtain the cascade inlet veloc`.ty profile, and a
high-density array of endwall pressure taps. Wall slots
and provisions for a traversing mechanism in the exit.
region of the cascade test section permit the use of probe
methods in the exit flow field. It was also designed with
the flexibility necessary to utilize state of the art
measurement techniques such as I.,aser Doppler Anemometry by
including transparent sections in the airfoil test section.
These transparent sectiona also permit the use of flow
v.isualizati.on techniques.
The data acquisition and analysis system for the
facility is centered around a computer-controlled data
acquisition unit which permits automated data acquisition
and online data reduction and examination.
	 The data
RL
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acquisition	 cyF>t .nm controls	 the	 Scanivalv ,:^	 pressure
measurement system which is utilized to collect the
pressure data CYA)m the many pressure taps in the facility.
A calibration pressure system was designed and fabricated
to provide a vacuum calibration pressure to the three
pressure tra p -,tiducers in the pressure measurement system.
This allows the tran,3ducers to be recalibrated each time
they are used as an integral part of the pressure scanning
procedure. Statlr;tic;al techniques were incorporated into
the data--processing software such that confidence intervals
can be placed on the data. The worst-case combinations of
the raw data intervals are used when computing reduced data
in order `o retain upper and lower bounds on the data.
To demonstrate and verify the operation of
	
the
facility and it: ,; associated basic instrumentation system,
experiments were performer) utilizing an instrumented flat-
plate airfoil cascade at zero incidence.
A helium-filled soap	 bubble	 flow	 visualization
technique was successfully demonstrated usin g light sources
located ire the downstream in the plenum chamber	 to
illuminate the ! , eli.um bubbles. The photographs of the flow
visualization t. r'f-hn Lque clearly
	 show	 the	 streamline
curvature near the leading edge of the flat-plate airfoils
and the wake region at the t,,ailing edge.
F"
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The chordwi5e distribution of the airfoil surface
pressure coefficient on the hub, midepan, and tip spanwiso
locations was also measured. Predictions obtained from the
inviscid-fl6w computer codes MERIDL and TSONIC with the
me as u r	 ( ii-5(:ade-- inlet velocity profile as input were
(',-orrelated with the corresponding airfoil surface pressure
coefficient data. At all three spanwise locations, the
experiment-theory correlation was very good. In the
leading edg y tegion r)f the airfoil, the data exhibited
steeper gradif-.!nts than the predictions. Viscous effects at
the traili.ng edge of the airfoil caused deviations between
the data and prediction, as would be expected.
it is concluded that the Purdue Annular Cascade
Facility is fully capable of generating benchmark-quality
data with direct application to the complex flow fields in
turbomachinary blade rows.
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Appendix A
Data Acquisition Software
The computer software developed for the acquisition
arld ieOuction of data was designed to give maximum flexi-
bility to the operator. Upon entering the program the
operator has the option of either taking new data or read-
Lng data previously stored on tape. 	 The operator can
specify any desired confidence interval at the beginning of
the data processing phase of the program. After data
reduction has been completed (about 30 seconds), the opera-
tor can specify output in either tabular or graphical form,
automatic or manual graph scaling, and specific pieces of
data or bulk amounts of data. The raw data (mean voltages,
standard deviations, and ambient, conditions) can be stored
on tape at any time for later processing.	 The flowchart
presented in Figure Al illustrates the software.
The software was designed to prevent the operator from
destroying (fata by erroneous input. Bad input could cause
the computer, to abort the program making data in the com-
puter memory either difficult or impossible to recover.
This is accomplished by testing the validity of all input
requested by the software.
	 In addition to protecting
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recovery from arithmetic errors, e.g., attempting to com-
e	 pute the square root: of a negative quantity or dividing by
zero, which result from the processing of bad data.
rAppendix B
Transducer Input-Output Curves
This appendix %resents the pressure transducer input-
output response ir. graphical form. The three graphs are
presented in Figures B1, B2, and B3. They clearly demon-
strate the linearity of the transducer response.
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Appendix C
Graphical Presentation of Repeatability Data
For completeness in this facility demonstration and
verification series of experiments, and to demonstrate the
repeatability of the data so acquired, three additional
complete sotto of airfoil surface data were obtained and
correlated with predictions, analogou3 to the data
described and presented in chaapter 5. As seen in the f ig-
ureti below, these data exhibit an extremely high degree of
repeatability. All. data is	 '' lilated in Appendix D.
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Appendix D
Tabular Presentation of Data
This appendix presents the airfoil surface pressure
coefficient data in tabular form in Tables DI through D24.
only the mean values are given. The confidence intervals
are graphically indicated in Chapter 5 and in Appendix C.
Associated with each set. of data ie a mass--averaged
velocity used to compute the pressure coefficients. The
a(,Lual cascade inlet. velocity prof Iles are presented in
Table D25.
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'Pablo Dl. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 1,
Tip Data, Su.):face I
Mass-Averaged Velocity - 29.97 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficier E'
2.25 1.793
6.78 1.191
13.08 1.163
20-90 1.161
29-92 1.152
39.75
50.00
60-25 1.161
70.08 1.189
79-10 1.205
86-92 1.226
93.32 1.248
97-75 1.343
99.30 1.379
Table D2. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 1,
Tip Data, Surface 2
Mass-Averaged Velocity , 29.97 m/s 
I
Percent Chord! Pressure Coefficient)
2.25
6.78 1.535
13.08 1.193
20.90 1.171
29.92 1.178
39.75
50.00
60.25 1.162
70.08 1.188
79.10 1.193
86.92 1.225
93.32 1.233
97-75 1.318
99.30 1.363
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Table D3. Pressure Coefficient .Bata, Experiment 2,
Tip Data, Surface 1
Mans-Averaged velocity - 30.96 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25
_	
1.721
6.78 1.128
13.08 1.116
20.90 1.101
29.92 1.106
39.75 -.--
50.00 -
60.25 1.118
70.08 1.140
79.10 1.154
86.92 1.172
93.32
	 , 1.1.96
97.75 1.278
99.30 1.319
Table D4. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 2,
Tip Data, Surface 2
Mass-Averaged Velocity = 30.96 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 -.--
6.78 1.470
13.08 1.170
20.90 1.150
29.92 1.140
39.75 .--
50.00 -.--
60.25 1.125
70.08 1.147
79.10 1.153
I	 86.92 1.181
93.32	 ' 1.208
97.75 1.283
99.30 1.336
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Table D5. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 3,
Tip Data, Surface 1
Mass -Averaged Velocity - 29.83 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficients
2.25 1.717
6.78 1.130
13.08 1.109
20.90 1.095
29.92 1.094
39.75 -.--
I	 50.00 -.--
60.25 1.098
70.08 1.132
79.10 1.137
86.92 1.162
93.32 1.182
97.75 1.262
99.30 1.288
Table D6. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 3,
Tip Data, Surface 2
Mass--Averaged Velocity = 29.83 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 -.--
6.78 1.487
13.08 1.167
20.90 1.149
29.92 1.148
39.75 -.--
50.00 - --
60.25 1.134
70.08 '	 1.148
I	 79.10 1.155
86.92 1.173I	 93.32 1.191
97.75 1.269I	 99.30 1.289
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Table D7. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 4,
'rip Data, Surface I
Mass --Averaged Velocity = 30.08 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.752
6.78 1.148
13.08 1.116
20.90 1.111
29.92 1.108
39.75
50.00
60.25 1.111
70.08 1.144
79.10 1.150
86.92 1.169
93.32 1.185
97.75 1.271
99.30 1.292
Table D8. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 4,
Tip Data, Surface 2
Mass--Averaged Velocity = 30.08 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient'
2.25
6.78 1.508
1-1 . 08 1.159
20.90 1.144
29.92 1.146
39.75
50.00 --
b0.25 1.132
70.08 1.145
79,10 1.158
86.92 1.182
93.32 1.199
97.75 1.2168
99.30 1.292
FF -
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Table D9. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 1,
Midspan Data, Surface 1
Mass-Averaged Velocity - 29.97 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.834
6.78 1.140
13.08 1.165
20.90 1.143
29.92 1.152
39.75 1.138
50.00 1.159
60.25 1.162
70.08 1.171
79.10 1.186
86.92 1.207
93.32 1.227
97.75 1.334
99.30 1.383
`fable D10. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 1,
Midspan Data, Surface 2
Mass-Averaged Velocity = 29.97 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.760
6.78 1.119
13.08 1.162
20.90 1.149
29.92 1.168
39.75 1.175
50.00 1.181
60.25 1.194
70.08 1.201	 4
79.10
	 ` 1.207	 I
86.92 1.229
93.32 1.268
97.75 1.383
99.30 1.425
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Table D11. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 2,
Midspan Data, Surface 1
Mass-Averaged Velocity - 30.9+6 m/s
Percent Chordl Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.832
6.78 1.142
13.08 1.165
20.90 1.141
29.92 1.146
39.75 1.129
50.00 1.152
60.25 1.154
70.08 1.153
79.10 1.172
86.92 1.197
93.32 1.212
97.75 1.322
99.30 1.363
Table D12. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 2,
Midspan Data, .irface 2
Mass-Averaged Velocity = 30.96 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.750
6.78
 1.099
13.08 1.146
20.90 1.132
29.92 1.140
39.75 1.144
50.00	 + 1.150
60.25	 I 1.162
70.08 1.166
79.10 1.174
86.92 1.195
93.32 1.229
97.75 1.337
99.30 1.372
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Table D13. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 3,
Midspan Data, Surface 1
Mass-Averaged Velocity - 29.83 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.843
6.78 1.127
13.08 1.159
20.90 1.138
29.92 1.150
39.75 1.130
50.00 1.145
60.25 1.155
'70.08 1.154
79.10 1.174
86.92 1.184
93.32 1.206
97.75 1.314
99.30 1.356
"fable D14. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 3,
Midspan Data, Surface 2
Mass-Averaged Velocity = 29.83 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.705
6.78 I	 1.092
13.08 1.149
20.90 1.131
29.92 1.137
39.75 1.148
50.00 1.150
60.25 1.164
70.08 1.165
79.10 1.173
86.92 1.187
93.32 1.229
97.75 1.332
99.30 1.364
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Table DIS. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 4,
Midspan Data, Surface 1
Mass -A—veraged Velocity - 30.08 m/s
Percent. Chord
	
Pressure Coefficien
	
2.25	 1.839
	
6.78	 1.141
	
13.08	 1.164
	
20.90	 1.136
	
29.92	 1.147
	
39.75	 1.131
	
50.00	 1.153
	
60.25	 1.155
	
70.08	 1.157
	
79-10	 1.174
	
86.92	 1.189
	
93.32	 1.204
	
97.75	 1.311
	
99,303 	 1.362
Table D16. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 4,
Midspan Data, Surface 2
Mass-Averaged Velocity - 30.08 m/s 
I
Percent Chord! Pressure Coefficientl
6.78 1.095
13.08 1.145
20.90 1.129
29.92 1.144
39.75 1.151
50.00 1.150
60.25 1.168
70.08 1.159
79.10 1.176
86.92 1.197
93.32 1.228
97.75 1.338
99.30 1.372
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Table D17. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 1,
Hub Data, Surface I
Mass-Averaged Velocity - 29-97 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.886
6.78 1.503
13.08 1.188
20.90 1.169
29.92 1.161
39.75 1.175
50.00 1.176
60.25 1.175
70-08 1.190
79.10 1.198
86.92 1.217
93.32 1.235
97.75 1.315
99.30 1.393
Table D18. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 1,
Hub Data, Surface 2
Ma_ss_--_Averaged Velocity = 29.97 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.885
6.78 1.210
13.08 1.193
20.90 1.194
29.92 1.192
39.75 1.203
50.00 1.196
60.25 1.210
70.08 1.207
79.10 1.222
86.92 1.242
93.32 1.275
97.75 1.364
99.30 1.399
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Table D19. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 2,
Hub Data, Surface 1
Mass -Averaged Velocity - 30.96 m/e
Percent Chord '
 Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.889
6.78 1.565
13.08 1.183
20.90 1.163
29.92 1.152
39.75 1.162
50.00 1.163
60.25 1.161
70.08 1.171
79.10 1.178
86.92 1.204
93.32 1.217
97.75 1.296
99.30 1.359
Table D20. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 2,
Hub,
 Data, Surface 2
Mass--Averaged Velocity = 30.96 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.834
6.78 1.170
13.08 1.158
20.90 1.146
29.92 1.148
39.75 1.155
50.00 1.150
60.25 1.168
70.08 1.170I	 79.10 1.170
86.92 1.189
93.32 1.223
97.75 (	 1.301I	 99.30 1.347
1cz
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Table D21. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 3,
Hub Data., Surface 1
Mass-Averaged Velocity - 29.83 m/s
Percent Chord	 Pressure Coefficient
-^	 2.25	 1.894
	
6.78	 1.521
	
13.08	 1.184
	
20.90	 1.163
	
29.92	 1.154
	
39.75	 1.171
	
50.00	 1.159
	
60.25	 1.161
	
70.08	 --
	
79.10	 1.179
	
86.92	 1.197
	
93.32
	 1.212
	
97.75	 1. 287
	
99.30	 1.329
Table D22. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 3,
Hub Data, Surface 2
Mass-Averaged Velocity = 29.83 m/sI
aPercent Chord
	 Pressure Coefficient
-- 2.25  --- 1.808
6.78 1.152
13.08 1.144
20.90 1 . ),34
29.92 1.129
39.75 1.139
50.00 `	 1.139
60.25 I	 1.147
70.08 1.150
79.10 i	 1.155
86.92 '	 1.175
93.32 y	 1.204
97.75 1.286
99.30 f	 1.299
P r
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Table D23. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 4,
Hub Data, Surface 1
Mass-Averaged Velocity - 30.08 m/s
Percent Chord
	 Pressure Coefficients
2.15 I.8/b
6.78 1.515
13.08 1.179
20.90 1.159
29.92 1.153
39.75 1.170
50.00 1.165
60.25 1.162
70.08 1.171
79.10 1.176
86.92 1.201
93.32 1.210
97.75 1.283
99.30 1.339
Table D24. Pressure Coefficient Data, Experiment 4,
Hub Data, Surface 2
Mass -Averaged Velocity = 30.08 m/s
Percent Chord Pressure Coefficient
2.25 1.829
6.76 1.172
13.,08 1.153
.20.90 1.145
29.92 1.147
39.75 1.156
50.00 1.151
60.25 1.157
70.08 1.163
79.10 1.166
86.92 1.178
93.32 1_207
97.75 1.291
99.30 I	 1.309
1
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Table D25. Inlet--Velocity Profile Data
$ of Annulus Span
from Nub to Tip
Velocity in m/e
Exp.l	 Exp.2	 Exp.3	 Ey:p.4
5.7 30.11 31.16 30.00 30.24
17.5 30.02 31.05 29.93 30.18
27.9 29.94 30.95 29.82 30.07
38.0 30.06 31.08 29.92 30.16
48.7 30.08 31.07 29.92 30.16
59.4 30.10 31.08 29.94 30.20
69.0 3u.071 31.06 29.92 30.15
78.9 30.05 31.03 29.87 30.14
87.8 30.01 30.98 29.81 30.08
96.1 19.)5 30.14
^
29.16 29.43
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Appendix E
NASA Computer Codes
Two NASA-developed computer codes were used to predict
the chordwise distribution of the airfoil surface pressure
coefficient. The two programs, MERIDL (8) and TSONIC (9)
are based on inviscid analyses and are intended for
computing turbomachine flaw fields.
The governing flow equations are the continuity
equation, the momentum equation (the inviscid form of the
Navier-Stokes equations), and the thermodynamic equations.
For steady subsonic flows, these equations form a system of
elliptic partial differential equations. Solving an
elliptic system requires that the flow conditions be
completely specified on all boundaries of the solution
region. Specifying the flow conditions downstream of an
airfoil cascade requires either knowledge of or assumptions
about how much the cascade turns the flow. For the case at
hand, this is an almost trivial assumption as the airfoils
are flat plates set at 0 incidence. Both programs generate
i
	 two-dimensional grids upon which the governing equations
are	 solved	 as	 finite	 difference	 equations	 using
successive-over-relaxation.
121P 
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'rhe MERIDV program generates its grid along the hub-
to-tip mean stream-sheet in the center of the airfoil
passage. This stream-sheet is assumed to have the same
.3i .1pe as the airfoil camber line with flaw-matching
rurr.ections at the .Leading and trailing edges. One of the
ear imary purposes of the MERIDL program is to compute the
teiiiial :shift of the utreamlines	 in the solution region
i -i l.r foil I)assage) .	 Part. of MERIDL's output is the input,
in it:a required format'., for the TSONIC program.
	 It was to
bo expected for the facility geometry (constant radius
annuluu walls and flat-plate airfoils at 0 incidence) that
there would be very little radial shift of the streamlines.
MERIDL" was primarily used for completeness and to generate
the extensive input: required for TSONIC.
The TSONIC program generates its numerical grid and
solves the governing equations along an airfoil-to-airfoil
Stream-sheet.. The program assumes that this stream-sheet
is a surface of revolution. Any arbitrary stream-sheet
from hub to tip can be specified provided that MERIDL had
been instructed to generate the appropriate input to
'I 1 1, ONIC.	 Part of the output:. from TSONIC	 is the airfoil
U r f ac, e vex ] oc i t..i es.	 These can easily be converted to the
c ^.^rre c.,pond inq pressure coeff icients by div..ding them by the
rnass-averaged vel.uc)ty through the Facility and squaring
the results.
